October 5* Note change to Friday, 10/05, 3-5pm, SSPA 2112
Combined L&PS & IMBS
NIGEL GOLDENFELD
Swanlund Endowed Chair and Center for Advanced Study
Professor of Physics
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
“Is there Universality in Biology”

October 25
FUAD ALESKEROV
National Research University Higher School of Economics and Institute of Control Sciences of
Russian Academy of Sciences
Moscow, Russia
“New Centrality Indices for Networks and their Applications”

November 1
ZYG PIZLO
Professor and Falmagne Endowed Chair
Department of Cognitive Sciences
UCI
“The Role of Representation in Solving Combinatorial Optimization Problems”

November 8
JEFF BARRETT
Chancellor’s Professor
Logic & Philosophy of Science
UCI
“On the Evolution of Compositional Language”

November 15
LISA PEARL
Professor of Language Science and Cognitive Sciences
Chair of Language Science
UCI
“Quantitative Approaches to Learning Linking Theories in Language”

November 29
VIJAY VAZIRANI
Distinguished Professor
Computer Science
UCI
“”

December 6
ROBIN KELLER
Professor of Operations and Decision Technologies
Paul Merage School of Business
UCI
“”